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Summary and Purpose of Document
This document presents the current status of the data access resources provided by
WMO on the “Data Access and Tools” web page, on one hand, and in the Observing
Systems Capability Analysis and Review Tool (OSCAR), on the other hand. It
discusses future developments: a single maintenance mechanism and, ultimately,
convergence of the two resources into a single data access information resource
are recommended.

ACTION PROPOSED
The seventh session is invited to:
(a)

Provide guidance on the format and level of detail of information needed to inform users about
accessing satellite data and tools;

(b)

Discuss possibilities to maintain such information.

______________________

Appendices: A.
B.

Example Screenshots of OSCAR/Space showing data access information
Example Screenshot of the WMO Satellite data access website
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DISCUSSION
Introduction
Satellite data users expressed interest for a centralized collection of information on satellite-level data
access possibilities and corresponding pre-processing software tools. This collection is meant to
complement the “Product Access Guide” currently under development (see ET-SUP-7/Doc. 10.1),
which focuses on higher level products (Usually level 2 and above) 1 .
Current status and other on-going developments
Following the ET-SUP actions 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 and the work undertaken by the expert team
members, WMO Secretariat published a webpage with a collection of links to currently available realtime and non-real time data by satellite, as well as software tools for pre-processing and analysis
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/accessandtools_en.php. This list has been available since early
May 2012 and has since attracted around 280 visitors.
Meanwhile, the Observing Systems Analysis and Review Tool (OSCAR) has been made available to
the public in October 2012. Inter alia, it contains detailed information on most past, current and future
Earth observing satellites. While the data access webpage focuses on providing direct links to the
respective agency websites, OSCAR currently contains explanations on the data circulation concept
(at the programme level) and data availability of different instruments (at the individual satellite level),
including information on communication frequencies of operational GEO or LEO satellites (See
appendix B). Since October 2012, the OSCAR site has attracted around 10 500 visitors.
(Note: detailed data access information in OSCAR is currently kept invisible to the public pending
guidance from ET-SUP and ET-SAT).
Discussion and proposals
The Data Access and Tools WMO webpage currently does not clearly distinguish between raw
data/level 1 and higher-level products. This means overlap, and possible redundancy, with the planned
Product Access Guide. Furthermore, experience shows that the direct links are particularly vulnerable
to deprecation, implying that significant maintenance is required to keep the list relevant and useful.
With a view of integrating dispersed information, avoiding redundancy and reducing maintenance, it is
considered that all data access information related to Direct Broadcast or level 0/1 rebroadcast, which
is generally satellite specific, shall in the future be maintained in one location. Using a dynamic flexible
database system, OSCAR can include links to data access information. This could help to increase
outreach, as this information could not only be available through consultation of OSCAR (which
currently attracts about 100 visits a day), but also displayed in various ways, including on a dedicated
WMO “data access” webpage automatically generated from OSCAR.
To avoid duplication and limit the number of total entries to maintain, this near real time data access
information could be attached to the satellite programme level, instead of satellite level, to the extent
there is enough commonality between data access modes of different satellites within a programme 2 .
Links to higher-level products, such as most non-real time data links currently listed on the webpage
including many R&D programme resources, could be included in the Product Access Guide. Links to
software tools which are not satellite specific could still be maintained in a static webpage.
ET-SUP members are invited to give feedback and guidance.
_____________
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For a definition of data processing levels, please refer to: http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/sat/dataandproducts_en.php
For information, OSCAR counts around 17 operational and 30 R&D satellite programmes of CGMS members
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Example screenshots of the satellite data access webpage
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Example screenshots of OSCAR
(Note: the “Data access information” field is currently invisible to the public)
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